
Please write in the answers to the questions on this sheet, and return at once to
W.S.CAMPBELL, University of Oklahoma, Norman, Oklahoma, in the staled envelope.
(It you can answer all these questions, you will be rewarded, as stated in the letter.)

1. I was told that the last big buffalo hunt took place near Slim Buttes, about two
years after Sitting Bull surrendered to the United States Government. I was told
t? it about seven years later the Ghost Dance vas brought to the Indians. I was told
that during these seven years the Indians often wished that they had some buffalo
meat again. Is that true?

after that last hunt,
2. What I went to know is, did any Indian make prayers, or make medicine,/to bring
back the buffalo to the Indians, before they heard of the G'ost Dance? Down here
in Oklahoma, some of the Kiowa Indians prayed and made 	 II	 t medicine to
bring back buffal6. What I want to know is, did any Indians you know do the same?

3. If they did make prayers to bring buffalo, who . ade them? Give me the names
of the menl who made prayers	 p L4t	 . `	 e s

4. Where did these men make their prayers, or m1ce their meddieine? on what river?

5. At what season did they make the 	 firers? Summer, Spring, Fall, or Winter?

6. In what year did they make these prayers? How long after the last big huntI(1883?

And how long before the Ghost Dance was brought to the Indians?

7. How did they pray? Alone, or before the people?

Outdoors, or in a tipi?

Did they dance, or sing?

Was this an old form of prayer, or did this man make it up new?
8. Please tell me anything else you know about this

9. Also, please tell me who told you about this? Or did you see it happen yourself?
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